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Plan for this Talk 

• Looking back to look forward: Ireland’s 
potential for growth. 

• The outlook for 2012. 

• Sovereign debt outlook. 

• The need to pass the Fiscal Compact. 



IRELAND’S GROWTH POTENTIAL 



The Celtic Tiger Miracle? 

• The Celtic Tiger was less miraculous than it looked. By the 
mid-1970s, Ireland had many of the policies in place for 
economic growth: 

– EU membership and proximity to Europe. 

– Well-focused industrial policies and low corporate tax rates 

– Investment in education 

– The English language and ties with the US. 

• But macroeconomic instability over 1977-86 undermined 
these factors. 

• When Ireland stabilised its previous fiscal crisis in the late 
1980s, the economy was finally ready for growth. 



The Celtic Cub: Room to Grow 

• GDP can be decomposed into three components: 
Population, the fraction of population at work and 
the productivity of those at work: 
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• Let’s take the middle ratio: In 1989, only 31% of 
Ireland’s population was at work, the lowest in the 
OECD and fifteen percentage points below either the 
UK or the US. 



Employment-Population Ratios 



The Tiger’s Positive Demographics 

• To understand the factors contributing to Irish 
underemployment—and its unwinding—consider 
another decomposition 
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• The fraction of people employed is determined by  

– The fraction of people of working age 

– The fraction of people of working age in the labour force 

– The fraction of the labour force in employment 



Working Age Fraction of Population 



Labour Force Participation Rates 



Unemployment Rates 



Employment in Ireland 



Irish and US Labour Productivity 



Positive Business Environment 

• Despite regular grumbling in media outlets, Ireland is 
a good place to do business. 

• The World Bank’s Doing Business Indicator ranks 
Ireland 

– 10th for overall ease of doing business. 

– 13th for ease of starting a business 

– 5th for ease of paying taxes 

• In my research, I have found that this indicator is a 
good predictor of economic success. 



Positives and Negatives of High 
Productivity and Low Regulation 

• Positives: 

– IDA can sell Ireland as a good place for FDI with 
productive workers and low red tape. 

– This should, in time, help to reduce the 
unemployment rate. 

• Negatives: 

– Productivity unlikely to be a source of sustained 
fast GDP growth. 

– Limited gains from reform or deregulation. 



Long-Run Growth Potential 

• Many of the factors that allowed such rapid growth during the 
Tiger era cannot be repeated: 

– Demographic factors are now reducing growth, not increasing it. 

– Relatively small room to raise participation rates. 

– Productivity still high by international standards. Limited room 
for catch-up. 

• Current high unemployment rate suggests some potential 
room to grow at a faster pace once a proper recovery sets in.  

• But that future growth will probably be at a much slower pace 
than during the Celtic Tiger era. 



OUTLOOK FOR 2012 



Domestic Demand Still Declining 



House Prices Still Falling Fast 



Leading to Declines in Household 
Net Worth 



Lots of Factors Reducing Real 
Disposable Income 



Higher Personal Saving Rate Likely 
Related to Debt Problems 



Exports Had Been Source of Brief 
Recovery 



But World Trade Growth is Easing 



And Europe is in Recession 



Some Improvement in Cost 
Competitiveness: Wages 



Some Improvement in Cost 
Competitiveness: Price Levels 



But Export Growth Is Primarily 
Driven By External Demand 



Economy Tipping Into Recession 



 Official Forecasts for 2012 

• Forecasts for real GDP growth in 2012 

– Budget: 1.3% 

– Central Bank: 0.5% 

– EU and IMF: 0.5% 

– ESRI: 0.9% 

• Forecasts based on significant growth later this year, 
e.g. if 2011:Q4 is flat despite recession in Europe, 
then the ESRI forecast requires annualised growth 
rates of 2.4% each quarter this year. 



My Forecast for 2012 

• Commission insisting Europe is getting a “mild, 
technical recession” over by next quarter.  

• We’ll see whether they’re right. 

• I think that maintaining level of real GDP in 2011:Q3 
on average from 2011:Q4 to 2012:Q4 will be doing 
well given recession in Europe. 

• This would give -0.6% for 2012 real GDP.  

• This means that budgetary targets are likely to be 
missed. 

 

 

 



SOVEREIGN DEBT AND THE 
REFERENDUM 



Fiscal Implications  
of Slipping Growth 

• Real GDP growth likely to fall short of official 
projections. 

• Nominal GDP may fall even further behind. 

• This would translate directly into budget deficit (DoF 
rule: 0.4 coefficient of deficit on GDP). 

• Citi have a strong European economics team. They 
are forecasting  a significant undershooting of GDP.  

• They project the fiscal deficit will stabilize at 9-10% in 
2012 and 2013 and are projecting the 2015 deficit at 
6-7% of GDP. 



A New EU-IMF Programme? 

• Without market access, the State runs out of funds in 
late 2013. 

• On balance, evidence points against a return to 
market funding with or without the “safety net” of 
an EU-IMF programme. 

– But better chance with access to ESM than without. 

• Reduction in bond yields partially reflects 
expectation that safety net means no default. 

• Can we be sure ESM won’t mean restructuring\PSI 
for private holders of sovereign bonds? 



Composition of Debt in 2013 

• Consider composition of Ireland’s debt at end-2013. 

• General government debt of €196 billion. 

– €67.5 billion owed to EU and IMF. 

– €22 billion owned by ECB. 

– €22 billion owed on promissory notes to pay back CBI ELA. 

– About €84 billion owned by private sector. 

• With EU-IMF preferred creditors, ECB unwilling to 
take losses and debt-GDP ratio near 120%, it would 
take a large haircut on private debt to restore debt to 
80% ratio. 

 

 



A New EU Policy on PSI? 

• On December 9, Herman van Rumpoy said 
“our first approach to PSI, which had a very negative 
effect on debt markets is now officially over.”  

• New ESM Treaty: “In accordance with IMF practice, in 
exceptional cases an adequate and proportionate 
form of private sector involvement shall be 
considered in cases where stability support is 
provided accompanied by conditionality in the form 
of a macro-economic adjustment programme.” 

• PSI is hardly being ruled out: Expected for Portugal? 

 



Return on Irish and Portugal 2020 
Government Bonds 



Need to Pass Fiscal Compact 

• Access to ESM funds requires signing Fiscal Compact 
Treaty.  

• The Treaty is seriously flawed (too restrictive and 
founded on bad economics) 

• But Ireland needs to pass it.  IMF-only programme 
not likely. 

• Campaign will be hard to win given 

– Public unhappiness with austerity. 

– Clear flaws in the Compact itself. 

– Unpopularity of European Union. 


